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NEO Tech Earns Prestigious Raytheon Supplier Award for Third Time 
 
CHATSWORTH, CA – October 4, 2016 – NEO Tech, a leading provider of manufacturing technology 
and supply chain solutions for brand name OEMs in the industrial, medical and mil/aero markets, 
announces that it has won the Raytheon IDS Supplier 4 Star Award for performance throughout 2015. 
The award was presented to the company during the IDS Supplier Conference that took place in 
Danvers, MA. This award marks the third consecutive year that NEO Tech has won the award. 

 
Raytheon’s Integrated Defense Systems business 
instituted the annual Supplier Excellence Awards 
program to recognize suppliers who have provided 
outstanding service and partnership in exceeding 
customer requirements. Award candidates are judged 
on certain criteria, including overall quality, on-time 
delivery and demonstrated commitment to continuous 
improvement. NEO Tech was one of 82 companies 
recognized by Raytheon’s Integrated Defense 
Systems business for 4-Star honors.  
 
NEO Tech earned the award for its consistent 
excellence and performance as a key Raytheon 
supplier, achieving high marks on quality, cost and 
delivery performance. NEO Tech is a supplier of high-

reliability substrates and precision microelectronic assemblies for many of Raytheon’s advanced 
defense programs. 
 
The supplier award was presented to NEO Tech by Raytheon’s Integrated Defense Systems (IDS) 
division, which specializes in air and missile defense, large land- and sea-based radars, and systems 
for managing command, control, communications, computers, cyber, intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (C5ISR). It also produces air traffic management systems, sonars, torpedoes and 
electronic systems for ships. 
 
“I am proud of our team members in Carlsbad and Chatsworth, CA locations and recognize that their 
daily efforts are a key element to winning this prestigious award for the last three years straight,” 
stated Sudesh Arora, NEO Tech President and Chief Executive Officer. “All of us at NEO Tech thank 
Raytheon for honoring us with the award and for the lasting business partnership that extends back 
over 25 years.” 
 
For more information about NEO Tech and why it has won Raytheon’s prestigious award for three 
consecutive years, visit www.NEOTech.com.  
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### 

 
About NEO Tech 
NEO Tech combines the strengths of three leading contract manufacturers: NATEL, EPIC, and 
OnCore. With over 40 years of heritage in electronics manufacturing, NEO Tech focuses on low-
medium-volume/high-mix, high-complexity products primarily in the medical, defense/aerospace and 
industrial markets. 
 
NEO Tech is favorably positioned among mid-tier EMS manufacturers to “make amazing things 
happen.” NEO Tech offers full product lifecycle engineering services, manufacturing and testing 
of  microelectronics, cable & harness interconnect products, PCBA, full box build services and 
aftermarket repair and fulfillment services. The companies that form NEO Tech have been known for 
solving tough engineering problems that result in high-reliability, high-quality electronic solutions for 
customers. 
 
Headquartered in Chatsworth, CA, NEO Tech has manufacturing and engineering locations in 
California, Colorado, Illinois, Massachusetts, Nevada, Ohio, Tennessee, Mexico, and China. NEO 
Tech holds and maintains industry specific certifications that include ISO9001, AS9100, ISO13485, 
ISO/TS16949, ISO14001 and MIL-PRF-38534. To learn more, visit www.NEOTech.com. 
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